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Abstract

The most advanced abstractive dialogue sum-
marizers lack generalization ability on new
domains and the existing researches for do-
main adaptation in summarization generally
rely on large-scale pre-trainings. To explore
the lightweight fine-tuning methods for domain
adaptation of dialogue summarization, in this
paper, we propose an efficient and general-
izable Domain-Oriented Prefix-tuning model,
which utilizes a domain word initialized prefix
module to alleviate domain entanglement and
adopts discrete prompts to guide the model to
focus on key contents of dialogues and enhance
model generalization. We conduct zero-shot ex-
periments and build domain adaptation bench-
marks on two multi-domain dialogue summa-
rization datasets, TODSum and QMSum. Ad-
equate experiments and qualitative analysis
prove the effectiveness of our methods.

1 Introduction

Abstractive dialogue summarization task aims to
distill the most critical information in a conversa-
tion to produce a concise version, involving chit-
chat (Gliwa et al., 2019; Chen and Yang, 2020),
meeting(Zhong et al., 2021), customer service (Liu
et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2021b), and task-oriented
dialogue scenarios (Zhao et al., 2021b). Compared
to the single-speaker texts, summarizing a dialogue
presents a unique set of challenges, such as un-
structured expressions and information sparsity is-
sues. Recently, large-scale generative pre-trained
models (Lewis et al., 2020; Liu and Lapata, 2019)
have promoted the development of abstractive di-
alogue summarization but they all require exten-
sive human-annotated golden summaries, which
makes them not scalable to new domains where
only few/no labeled data is available. Considering
that real-world applications often face the problem
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U: I am looking for a train. The 

train should arrive by 9:45 and 

should depart from Cambridge. 

                     ……

A: What is your destination? 

U: I need to go to Norwich. 

A: How about TR2534 that leaves 

at 5:36? 

                     

                     ……

Professor A: if you found that nine 

was better than six that would be 

OK. 

                        ……

Professor A: Yeah, just work with 

the models, yeah. 

PhD B:  yeah,  j ust look at  the 

length of the models and just see 

what happens.

                        ……

Inform (destination=Norwich; arrive 

by=9:45; departure=Cambridge)

What did the professor think about 

improving the back recognizer for 

the Aurora task?

The user asks duration, arrive by 

and train id. The departure of the 

t r a i n  i s  C am br i dge  an d  th e 

destination is Norwich, and the 

train arrives at 9:45 on Friday.

The Professor thought that the 

experiments were pretty simple, 

so computational power was not 

really a problem. He also thought 

that it would be okay to increase 

the states from six to nine.

Dialogue State Query

Summary Summary

Dialogue Dialogue

Figure 1: An example of TODSum dataset (Zhao et al.,
2021b) with dialogue state and an example of QMSum
dataset (Zhong et al., 2021) with query. Note that di-
alogue state and query are existing characteristics of
these two datasets, respectively.

of data in the new domain, it is vital to develop
low-resource dialogue summarization models for
the target domain by leveraging limited annotated
data of source domains.

Therefore, we try to explore the efficient domain
adaptation of dialogue summarization models from
the source domain Ds to the target domain Dt,
where Ds only has limited annotated summaries
and Dt has few/no labeled data. There exist some
domain adaptation approaches that focus on con-
tinual pre-trainings using some large domain/task-
related corpora. Yu et al. (2021) added multiple
pre-training stages both on source domains and
target domains. Further, Zou et al. (2021c) de-
composed the pre-training into three procedures,
i.e., the pre-training of encoder, decoder, and the
combined encoder-decoder model. Fabbri et al.
(2021) constructed pseudo summaries based on ex-
ternal Wikipedia data to simulate characteristics
of target dataset. Note that all these methods re-
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quire time-consuming pre-trainings or large-scale
external corpora. They only focus on the heavy
pre-training stage rather than the lightweight fine-
tuning, which makes it labor-expensive and envi-
ronmentally unfriendly (Schwartz et al., 2020) to
practical applications.

Different from existing works that adopt general
pre-trainings on the large-scale external corpora,
we focus on exploring efficient fine-tuning methods
specifically targeted at domain adaptation for the di-
alogue summarization task. We consider the follow-
ing key principles while designing our methods: (1)
Efficiency: We do not use any external data or pre-
training and aim at leveraging efficient fine-tuning
mechanisms based on existing summarization mod-
els. (2) Domain Disentanglement: Traditional
models often memorize excessive knowledge from
Ds and generate wrong summaries containing spe-
cific domain words in Ds. We aim to disentangle
shared domain knowledge from Ds. (3) General-
ization: Models often learn specific features of the
source domain, making it difficult to generalize in a
new domain (Peng et al., 2019). For example, mod-
els learn the surface language style specific to Ds

rather than adapting the way of saliency estimation
and summary generation to Dt. We encourage the
summarizer to only focus on generic key contents
rather than domain-specific attributes.

To be consistent with above principles, we pro-
pose a lightweight and efficient Domain-Oriented
Prefix-tuning method, DOP, for domain adaptation
of dialogue summarization. For efficiency, we fo-
cus on fine-tuning summarization models instead of
performing pre-trainings like existing works, which
reduces expensive and time-consuming computa-
tion. For domain disentanglement, we design a
domain-oriented prefix module, which contains a
novel prompt initialization mechanism. Concretely,
we use domain words extracted by unsupervised
LDA (Hoffman et al., 2010) to initialize continuous
prompt vectors and fit the outputs of MLP and pre-
computed BART to obtain initial parameters and
representations of the prefix module. We also add a
domain-oriented prefix sequence of key-value pairs
to augment the classical attention layer, which is
independently applied to all Transformer layers of
pre-trained models to elicit the knowledge inter-
actively and achieve overall optimization. In this
case, different domain words from Ds and Dt can
induce relevant domain knowledge while adapting
to a new domain. For generalization, we construct

discrete prompts using dialogue states or queries,
as shown in Figure 1, to guide the model to focus
on key contents in dialogues and enhance general-
ization capability on unseen domains. Considering
there is no unified and practical benchmark for
domain adaptation of dialogue summarization 1,
we build domain adaptation benchmarks based on
two existing multi-domain summarization datasets
TODSum (Zhao et al., 2021b) and QMSum (Zhong
et al., 2021). Extensive experiments demonstrate
the benefits of our methods both in zero-shot and
few-shot settings for domain adaptation.

Our contributions are threefold: (1) To the best
of our knowledge, we are the first to explore fine-
tuning methods for domain adaptation of dialogue
summarization task, and establish two practical and
comprehensive benchmarks for TODSum and QM-
Sum datasets. (2) We propose a lightweight and
efficient Domain-Oriented Prefix-tuning model,
with domain word initialized prefix and discrete
prompts, to elicit knowledge from large-scale pre-
trained models interactively. (3) We conduct suffi-
cient experiments and qualitative analysis to prove
the effectiveness of our methods and discuss cur-
rent challenges of domain adaptation for dialogue
summarization.

2 Related Work

Abstractive Dialogue Summarization Dia-
logue summarization has drawn much attention
recently. For chit-chat scenarios, researchers
improved the performance on SAMSum dataset
(Gliwa et al., 2019) via topic word information
(Zhao et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021), conversa-
tional structures (Chen and Yang, 2020, 2021),
personal named entity planning (Liu and Chen,
2021), and semantic slots (Zhao et al., 2021a). Liu
et al. (2019), Zou et al. (2021a,b), and Lin et al.
(2021) proposed customer-service dialogue summa-
rization datasets under diverse business scenarios.
Besides, meeting transcripts, such as AMI (Car-
letta et al., 2005), ICSI (Janin et al., 2003), Media-
Sum (Zhu et al., 2021), and QMSum (Zhong et al.,
2021), were also studied to promote dialogue sum-
marization technologies. Zhao et al. (2021b) fur-
ther proposed a task-oriented dialogue summariza-

1Existing work mostly takes news datasets like
CNN/DailyMail (Hermann et al., 2015) as source domains and
dialogue datasets like SAMSum (Gliwa et al., 2019) as target
domains. We argue the setting doesn’t fit in with industrial
scenarios transferring from one business to another, like from
attraction consultation to hotel reservation.
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Book, people is 2,... I want to find... 
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Self-attention Layer
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The user wants to reserve 2....
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Figure 2: Overview of the Domain-Oriented Prefix-tuning model. The input sequence of domain-oriented prefix
module includes domain words from four source domains, i.e., attraction, hotel, taxi, train and the domain words
of restaurant domain are used as the prefix sequence of the target domain during the test. The input sequence of
prompt encoder is the dialogue state from TODSum dataset and its original dialogue text. The input sequence of
decoder is the golden summary. Here, we use the pre-computed outputs of BART as the target of the fitting process
to initialize the parameters of MLP. Note that the grey pre-computed BART module does not participate in the
training of the model.

tion dataset ,TODSum, with dialogue state knowl-
edge. Although great progress has been made in
dialogue summarization, few people pay attention
to the issue of domain adaptation in dialogue sum-
marization. In this paper, we explore this issue in
two multi-domain dialogue summarization datasets,
i,e, TODSum and QMSum.
Domain Adaptation in Summarization Hua
and Wang (2017) and Wang et al. (2019) adopted
the document categories in news publications to
build a multi-domain summarization dataset and
investigated the domain shift for extractive sum-
marization task. Yang et al. (2020), Zhang et al.
(2020), Magooda and Litman (2020), and Fab-
bri et al. (2021) regarded diverse summarization
datasets as different domains and conducted the
assessment of multi-domain settings. Furthermore,
various stages of pre-trainings were added to nar-
row the gap between the pre-training in news do-
main and the fine-tuning in dialogue domain (Yu
et al., 2021; Zou et al., 2021c). However, these
methods focus on the heavy pre-training stage
rather than the lightweight fine-tuning, which is
time-consuming and relies on large-scale external
corpora. Therefore, we try to explore the fine-
tuning methods for domain adaptation of dialogue
summarization task.
Prompts in Summarization With the arrival
of GPT-3, prompt learning has become a nascent
field, which conducts task-specific adaptation of
large language models (LMs) via prepending an
instruction. Schick and Schütze (2021) explored
the fixed-prompt LM tuning for few-shot text sum-
marization with manually crafted templates. Zhao

et al. (2021b) and Dou et al. (2021) further adopted
the prompt+LM tuning strategy on text summa-
rization task, where learnable prefix prompts are
different types of guidance signals. Li and Liang
(2021) investigated fixed-LM prompt tuning, where
learnable prefix tokens are prepended to the input
while parameters in pre-trained models are frozen.
Following Li and Liang (2021), we design the do-
main information to initialize the continuous prefix
module, and use discrete prompts and dialogue
texts to optimize prefix parameters, which greatly
reduces the size of parameters and is suitable for
low-resource scenarios.

3 Problem Formulation

Domain adaptation of dialogue summarization
aims to generate the summary y conditioned on
the source dialogue xd, where the training and test
are in different domains. We add the domain word
prefix xdw and discrete prompt xdp as additional
input which we will describe details later. Note that
we only update the prefix-related parameters and
fix the parameters of BART. We train the model
using the source data and test using the target data.

4 Methodology

As Figure 2 shows, our model is on the basis of the
framework of BART, including a domain-oriented
prefix module, a prompt encoder, and a decoder.

4.1 Domain-oriented Prefix
To alleviate domain entanglement, we present a
domain-oriented prefix module to obtain the shared
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knowledge of the source domain Ds and the target
domain Dt. It is designed as follows:
Initialization We extract some keywords from
dialogue texts in each domain by LDA (Hoff-
man et al., 2010) and concatenate them all to-
gether as a domain word (prefix) sequence xdw

2.
Randomly initialized embeddings of the domain
word sequence compose a learnable matrix Mθ ∈
R|xdw|×dm .
Parametrization We use an MLP to encode the
domain-oriented prefix module, which stably elic-
its knowledge from the large pre-trained model in
the prefix-tuning process. Specifically, we first in-
put the domain word sequence to the MLP and the
pre-computed BART respectively, then re-train the
MLP by fitting its outputs with the decoder hid-
den states of the pre-computed BART using MSE
loss. In this fitting process, we only iteratively
update MLP parameters φ ∈ Rdm×dn and keep
the pre-computed BART fixed. Finally, we get the
initialization parameters of MLP and use this pre-
trained MLP to map the initialized embeddings of
prefix representations for each Transformer layer
both in prompt encoder and decoder:

M
′
θ[i, :] = MLPφ(Mθ[i, :]) (1)

where i ∈ xdw and M
′
θ ∈ R|xdw|×dn . Note that

this continuous prefix is applied for every layer of
the large-scale pre-trained model independently.

4.2 Prompt Encoder

Discrete Prompts We utilize some discrete
prompts to emphasize key elements in dialogues
and enhance the model generalization to new do-
mains. Here, discrete prompts are dialogue states
of TODSum dataset or queries of QMSum. Con-
sidering that the original form of dialogue states is
book (people=5; day=Monday) which is not com-
patible with BART encoder, we convert this struc-
tured information into a serialized sequence, i.e.,
book, people is 5, day is Monday, to improve the
stability of training. Note that we do not make any
changes to the query of QMSum dataset because it
is already a serialized representation.

For prompt encoder, we firstly concatenate the
discrete prompt sequence xdp and dialogue text se-
quence xd as the input sequence of encoder, i.e.,
xenc = [xdp;xd]. Then, the xenc is fed into the

2We represent some of domain words for each domain in
Appendix D.

prompt encoder based on the BART encoder, con-
taining multiple Transformer layers. Note that we
modify the self-attention mechanism by adding a
domain-oriented prefix sequence of key-value pairs,
which learns the knowledge from the pre-trained
model through interactions with the dialogue text
to carry out the overall task. For the typical le-
th Transformer layer in encoder, the query (Qle),
key (Kle), and value (Vle) matrices are computed
through linear transformations on the hidden states
of xenc. Here, we further augment the Kle and Vle :

K
′
le = [Ple,k;Kle ], V

′
le = [Ple,v;Vle ] (2)

where Ple,k, Ple,v are computed through lin-
ear transformations on M

′
θ. K

′
le
,V

′
le

∈
R(|xdw|+|xdp|+|xd|)×dn and le∈L. The augmented
self-attention layer is finally calculated as follows:

Aself = softmax(QleK
′
le

T
)V

′
le

(3)

4.3 Decoder
We also prepend the prefix module for decoder,
where the cross-attention and masked-attention
mechanisms are augmented in a similar way. The
cross-attention between the le-th layer of prompt
encoder and the ld-th layer of the decoder is de-
signed as:

Across = softmax(QldK
′
le

T
)V

′
le

(4)

where Qld is computed through a linear transfor-
mation on the hidden states of the summary text xs

and ld∈L. Besides, the implementation of masked-
attention layer is the same as the self-attention layer
in the prompt encoder.

4.4 Training Strategy
In the domain-oriented prefix module, the parame-
ter set of all linear transformations is symbolized
as α. For training strategy in DOP, we perform
gradient updates on the following log-likelihood
objective:

max
α,θ,φ

log pα,θ,φ,ϕ(y|x) =
∑

i∈y
log pα,θ,φ,ϕ(yi|y<i)

(5)
where the BART parameters ϕ are fixed. The prefix
parameters α, θ, and φ are the only trainable pa-
rameters. During the training, we use the domain
words from source domains as the prefix sequence.
When the training is completed, we save all pa-
rameters of the domain-oriented prefix module and
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Domains Size Dialog.len Summ.len DS.len
Train 345 120.67 24.93 18.29
Taxi 435 80.24 29.04 15.80
Restaurant 1,311 105.42 23.04 14.30
Hotel 636 145.16 30.06 21.38
Attraction 150 95.48 22.27 7.92
All 2,877 111.71 25.68 16.24

Table 1: Details of TODSum. "Dialog.len" denotes the
average length of dialogues, "Summ.len" denotes the
average length of summaries, and "DS.len" denotes the
average length of serialized dialogue states.

Domains Size Dialog.len Summ.len QR.len
Academic 312 1,155.78 46.48 8.56
Committee 417 757.68 76.00 14.54
Product 847 971.65 63.96 13.36
All 1,576 951.49 63.68 12.73

Table 2: Details of QMSum. "QR.len" denotes the
average length of queries.

drop the pre-computed BART module. During the
test, the domain words from the target domain are
mapped to the representations of prefixes only via
the reserved MLPφ(·), where the features of the
source domain Ds can be transferred to the target
domain Dt.

5 Experimental Setup

5.1 Datasets
We evaluate our model on two multi-domain di-
alogue summarization datasets and the details of
statistics are shown in Table 1 and Table 2:
TODSum: This dataset is proposed by Zhao et al.
(2021b), which is a task-oriented dialogue sum-
marization dataset based on the classic dialogue
dataset MultiWOZ (Budzianowski et al., 2018).
According to the domain information, the dataset
can be divided into five domains: restaurant, hotel,
attraction, taxi, and train. Considering that parts of
dialogues in TODSum contain multiple domains,
in this paper, we firstly select all single-domain di-
alogues from TODSum as the dataset used for this
experiment. Then we integrate all these samples
in any four of five domains as source domains Ds

and the other one is regarded as target domain Dt,
where 200 samples extracted from Ds are as the
validation set, the remaining as the training set, and
samples of Dt are the test set.
QMSum: This dataset is proposed by Zhong et al.
(2021), which contains hundreds of meeting tran-
scriptions and includes three domains, i.e., aca-
demic, committee, product. In addition, each sam-
ple can be divided into several dialogue fragments
according to some queries and the answer for the

corresponding query is its golden summary. Such
(query-dialogue-answer) pairs are usually used for
query-based meeting summarization tasks. In this
paper, we separately integrate the training and vali-
dation sets, and test set in any two of three domains
as the training data and validation data, i.e., the
data of source domain Ds. All data of the other
domain is used as the test data, i.e., the data of
target domain Dt.

5.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

We compare our methods with saveral baselines.
The extractive baselines are included: (1) Lead-
3; (2) Oracle; (3) BertExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019).
Some abstractive methods are also added for com-
parison: (1) PGN (See et al., 2017); (2) Trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017); (3) BertAbs (Liu and
Lapata, 2019); (4) BART (Lewis et al., 2020); (5)
BART w. DS/QR (Zhao et al., 2021b); (6) Prefix-
tuning (Li and Liang, 2021). For QMSum, we also
introduce its benchmark (Zhong et al., 2021). Since
this method feeds the extracted spans into BART,
we integrate the results of this method with the re-
sults of BART. We use ROUGEs (Lin, 2004; Lin
and Och, 2004) to quantitatively evaluate the per-
formance of our methods. Our codes are publicly
available 3. We give the baselines and evaluation
metrics in Appendix A.1 and Appendix A.2.

5.3 Training Details

Our implementation is based on the Hugging Face
Transformer models4. BARTLARGE is used as a
backbone and the source dialogue sequence is trun-
cated to 1024 BPE tokens. For domain-oriented
prefix module, the MLP maps 1024 dimension
into 24576 dimension, which is calculated by
2 ∗ number of decoder layers ∗1024 and the num-
bers of domain words (prefix length) are set to
140 and 200 for TODSUM and QMSum datasets.
Following the settings in Li and Liang (2021), we
use an AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2019) and a linear learning rate scheduler with ini-
tial rate of 5·10−5, and the batch size is set to 5. Our
model is trained on RTX 2080 Ti machines, taking
only 5 minutes per epoch on TODSum dataset and
3 min per epoch on QSum dataset. However, BART
w. DS takes 13 minutes and 8 minutes per epoch
on TODSum and QMSum datasets. The reason for
the shorter training time of our model is that the

3https://github.com/Zeng-WH/DOP-Tuning.
4https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Models
Train Taxi Restaurant Hotel Attraction

2,332 / 200 / 345 2,242 / 200 / 435 1,366 / 200 / 1,311 2,041 / 200 / 636 2,527 / 200 / 150
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Lead-3 20.36 2.78 16.07 24.20 7.34 20.75 28.27 6.10 23.49 23.86 4.58 18.80 22.76 5.28 19.66
Oracle 39.06 10.04 32.87 38.96 14.06 33.43 45.79 15.57 38.42 39.65 11.28 32.56 41.90 14.18 38.79
BertExt 39.19 9.71 33.24 38.49 13.57 33.36 40.64 12.34 34.43 35.96 9.71 30.10 36.25 11.19 31.41
PGN 32.50 10.47 29.33 32.48 7.79 29.82 33.63 10.78 31.47 32.18 9.36 30.93 32.66 9.95 30.29
Transformer 33.47 10.98 30.28 33.35 8.71 30.57 34.49 11.43 31.99 33.05 10.62 31.63 33.18 10.74 30.91
BertAbs 42.89 16.57 37.32 36.43 14.69 32.15 42.10 18.61 38.87 38.03 13.34 33.22 36.21 14.81 34.67
BART 46.82 18.42 42.06 39.98 15.79 34.41 47.02 22.62 44.93 40.84 14.20 36.83 43.67 20.23 41.44
BART w. DS 49.02 23.80 44.59 43.59 19.56 38.65 49.25 23.57 45.23 43.97 17.02 39.31 47.55 22.62 45.16
Prefix-tuning 45.92 22.70 41.06 41.89 19.47 39.62 47.19 24.20 42.99 43.41 18.75 36.75 44.48 22.43 40.94
DOP (ours) 52.51 25.45 47.78 47.14 24.37 42.75 51.28 32.68 47.44 48.44 24.58 41.45 52.90 30.51 49.48

Table 3: ROUGE scores of the zero-shot setting for TODSum. Results are averaged over three random runs. "DS"
denotes the dialogue states. Values in the second row denote the size of train/valid/test set. (p < 0.05 under t-test)

Models
Academic Committee Product

1,069 / 195 / 312 981 / 178 / 417 614 / 115 / 847
R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Lead-3 14.86 2.68 12.62 23.18 7.71 19.33 18.61 4.20 15.55
Oracle 32.44 8.78 27.92 54.92 35.03 51.85 40.23 15.29 35.83
BertExt 19.36 2.72 16.90 31.08 11.32 27.46 23.43 4.93 20.63
PGN 19.38 2.65 17.06 20.14 3.30 18.22 17.59 2.07 15.21
Transformer 18.72 2.53 16.97 20.01 3.16 17.88 17.14 2.02 15.14
BertAbs 20.36 2.45 17.84 20.93 3.23 18.26 17.32 1.86 15.30
BART 20.53 3.63 18.09 26.65 8.28 24.84 23.14 5.12 20.87
BART w. QR 22.45 4.11 20.14 27.93 9.73 25.87 24.89 5.93 22.39
Prefix-tuning 21.90 4.01 18.71 27.70 9.37 25.62 25.77 7.26 23.06
DOP 24.43 5.84 21.49 30.28 11.63 27.33 29.85 9.41 26.88

Table 4: ROUGE scores of the zero-shot setting for QM-
Sum. "QR" denotes the queries. Same as TODSum, val-
ues in the second row denote the size of train/valid/test
set. All results are averaged over three random runs.
(p < 0.05 under t-test)

trainable number of parameters of the DOP model
is only 15% of the BART w. DS. For all experi-
ments, we set the number of training epochs to 30.
At the decoding phase, we use a beam size of 6 and
max generated tokens of 125. The decoding takes
1.3 seconds per batch with the size of 2.

5.4 Main Results

Results on TODSum Table 3 presents the re-
sults of the zero-shot setting for TODSum dataset,
where each of the five domains is regarded as the
target domain respectively. The division of dataset
in the second row intuitively shows that the amount
of data in Ds is small and limited. We conduct ex-
periments based on some common extractive mod-
els and some strong abstractive baselines. We also
add a lightweight fine-tuning summarizer for com-
parison. As observed, for most ROUGEs, Prefix-
tuning performs worse than BART and BART w.
DS. It is because the dialogue text is long and com-
plex, and using only 20% parameters of fine-tuning
can not well understand the domain knowledge and
identify the key contents in dialogues. Compared
to Prefix-tuning of the same magnitude parame-
ters, our model improves by 7%, 3%, 7% for train
domain, 5%, 5%, 3% for taxi domain, 4%, 8%,

4% for restaurant domain, 5%, 6%, 5% for hotel
domain, and 8%, 8%, 9% for attraction domain.
This shows that the prefix module initialized by do-
main words and the discrete prompts composed of
dialogue states play important roles. Besides, our
model still surpasses BART w. DS, a full-parameter
fine-tuning based model, which further illustrates
that our model efficiently disentangles the knowl-
edge of the source and target domains. Note that
attraction domain gets the highest ROUGEs and
the increased margins are also the largest. This may
be due to the high overlaps between the attraction
and source domains. All the results suggest that
with limited data, the performance of our model
still reaches state-of-the-art.
Results on QMSum Table 4 displays the results
on zero-shot out-domain tests in three domains of
QMSum dataset. As seen from the second row, in
addition to the limited data, the source domain size
may be even less than the target domain size, i.e.,
product domain. The trend of overall performance
is consistent with that of TODSum dataset 5, where
the improvement in product domain is the most
obvious and there are 5%, 4% and 5% increased
for R-1, R-2, and R-L, respectively. However, all
the ROUGEs are low, which is because there are no
obvious domain words, leading to serious domain
entanglement. Besides, due to the longer meet-
ing text, it is hard to capture the key contents in
dialogues, so as to the poor generalization in the
target domain. Generally, these results show that
the multi-domain setting in meeting summarization
task is apparently necessary and meaningful. Meet-
ing transcripts cover various domains, making the

5Note that ROUGEs of Oracle are very high in QMSum,
which is because most parts of the golden summaries are
directly copied from the original dialogue. It is determined by
the characteristics of the QMSum and the results are consistent
with Zhong et al. (2021).
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Figure 3: Effect of different numbers and different quali-
ties of domain words for train domain in TODSum. The
dotted lines in (b) respectively represent the F1 sources
of ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L of the Prefix-
tuning model.

adaptation of models particularly difficult.

6 Qualitative Analysis

6.1 Effect of Domain Words

Number of Domain Words We set different
numbers of domain words, i.e., prefix length, to
test the performance of our model DOP for train
domain in TODSum dataset. As shown in Figure
3 (a), among these setting candidates, there is a
threshold (140) that allows the ROUGEs to reach
the peak. When choosing a fewer setting, the model
does not perform well due to insufficient number
of parameters, which is improved as the number
increases. When being more than this threshold,
a drop in performance occurs. One reason is that
too long a sequence adds a large burden to BART,
and the other one is that it introduces excessive
noise. However, the change in the number of the
domain words does not have a great impact on the
performance (only 2∼3% fluctuation), which also
reflects the effectiveness of domain-oriented prefix
module and the robustness of our model.
Quality of Domain Words For train domain
in TODSum, we randomly replace a certain per-
centage of the domain words with words that are
not related to the source domain. As Figure 3 (b)
shows, when more noise is introduced, the model
suffers more interference and its performance de-
creases. However, it performs better than Prefix-
tuning. Only when the proportion of noise reaches
100%, the performance of our model is even worse
than that of Prefix-tuning. This is because we es-
pecially use completely irrelevant words for initial-
ization and fitting, which introduces more noise
than simple random initialization and affects the
performance of DOP. From this point of view, in-
troducing high-quality domain words is good for

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
DOP (ours) 52.51 25.45 47.78

w/o DW 48.87 23.81 44.52
w/o DS 47.59 23.25 43.41
w/o DW & DS 45.92 22.70 41.06

Table 5: F1 scores of ablation study on train domain
of TODSum dataset. "DW" denotes domain words and
"DS" denotes dialogue states.

Model R-1 R-2 R-L
DOP (ours) 30.28 11.63 27.33

w/o DW 29.10 10.59 26.53
w/o QR 28.47 9.60 26.38
w/o DW & QR 27.70 9.37 25.62

Table 6: F1 scores of ablation study on committee do-
main of QMSum dataset. "DW" denotes domain words
and "QR" denotes queries.

domain disentanglement and the quality of domain
words is critical to summary generation.

6.2 Ablation Study

We perform ablation experiments on train domain
of TODSum dataset and committee domain of QM-
Sum dataset, as shown in Tables 5 and 6. We can
observe that the removal of domain-oriented initial-
ization in the prefix module will make the ROUGEs
decrease significantly. Especially for TODSum, R-
1, R-2, and R-L drop by 4%, 2%, and 3%, which
shows the importance of domain word information
for inducing the relevant knowledge while adapt-
ing to a new domain. In addition, after we remove
the discrete prompts, i.e. dialogue state and query,
the performance of the models becomes worse, but
still outperforms the results of Prefix-tuning. It
demonstrates that discrete prompts help the model
pay attention to the key elements in the dialogue
and improve the generalization of the model. No-
tably, our model achieves summary generation only
by optimizing the domain-oriented prefix module,
where domain words are available in all datasets.
Since the DS and QR features happen to exist in the
two datasets, we take advantage of them together
with dialogue texts. When removing both DW and
DS/QR at the same time, the model is equivalent
to Prefix-tuning and the results are consistent.

6.3 Effect of Prefix Module in Encoder and
Decoder

Since both the encoder and the decoder in our DOP
introduce the prefix module, we verify their effects
in the train and committee domains respectively.
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Domain Model R-1 R-2 R-L

Train
DOP 52.51 25.45 47.14

w/o enc.prefix 50.69 23.58 45.98
w/o dec.prefix 45.51 22.15 40.67

Committee
DOP 30.28 11.63 27.33

w/o enc.prefix 29.20 11.34 26.37
w/o dec.prefix 29.11 11.29 26.30

Table 7: Effects of prefix module in encoder and decoder.
We removed the prefix module from the encoder and
decoder respectively to verify its effectiveness.
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Figure 4: Effect of different few-shot data size for train
domain in TODSum dataset. "0" denotes the zero-shot
setting.

As shown in Table 7, when the encoder prefix mod-
ule or decoder prefix module is removed, the per-
formance of the model decreases, which shows that
both are necessary and effective. In addition, we
find that it is interesting that removing the prefix
on the encoder side has a smaller impact on the
model than removing the decoder side, especially
in TODSum (about 5% on R-1). A reasonable ex-
planation is that the prefix modules in encoder and
decoder are responsible for different tasks. The
prefix module on the encoder side assists the model
to understand the dialogue, while the prefix mod-
ule on the decoder side assists in model generation.
Therefore, for summary generation, the prefix mod-
ule in decoder is more helpful to the model.

6.4 Effect of Training Data
Performance in Few-shot Settings For TOD-
Sum, we fix the size of source domain data, adding
a certain amount of target (train) domain data for
training, as shown in Figure 4. As the size of
target domain data increases, the performance of
both BART w. DS and DOP present a steady im-
provement trend and that of our DOP model is
consistently better than BART w. DS, which is as
expected. Besides, there is a substantial improve-
ment from 50 to 100. This phenomenon shows
that adding target knowledge can help the model
learn about information of target domain and after
adding a certain amount will help the model more
efficiently.
Effect of Source Domain Data Size We keep
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Figure 5: Effect of different source domain data size
for train domain in TODSum dataset. "origin (2332)"
denotes the same setting as the main results.
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Figure 6: Relationships between length of en-
coder/decoder input and the best prefix length.

the zero-shot setting unchanged and adjust the
size of source domain data for training to observe
changes in the performance of the two models for
train domain in TODSum. As shown in Figure 5,
the smaller of data size, the greater the difference
between the performance of the DOP and BART
w. DS, that is, the performance of BART w. DS is
getting worse, while the DOP maintains excellent
performance steadily. This demonstrates that our
DOP model is insensitive to the data scale and ro-
bustness to a certain extent. This also confirms that
in the main experiment, our model can be outstand-
ing in very limited and uneven data.

6.5 Prefix Length vs. Input Length

Through experiments, we explore an interesting
thing, that is, the prefix length (number of domain
words) that makes the model perform best may
be related to the input length. Based on this as-
sumption, we collect the source input length, target
input length, and their corresponding optimal pre-
fix length from two datasets, as shown in Figure 6.
We conclude a general rule that the longer inputs
may prefer the shorter prefix. This phenomenon
may serve as a research point in the future.

7 Discussion

7.1 Human Evaluation

We further conduct a manual evaluation to assess
the models. We randomly select 50 samples from
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Model Flu. Inf. Fac. Dom. Red.
Ground Truth 4.95 4.56 4.28 4.71 4.33
BART 4.19 4.21 3.55 3.19 3.53
BART w. DS 4.36 4.34 4.09 3.35 3.62
Prefix-tuning 4.23 4.29 3.67 3.28 4.09
DOP 4.68 4.42 4.10 4.07 4.13

Table 8: Human evaluation on Fluency (Flu.), Infor-
mativeness (Inf.), Factual Consistency (Fac.), Domain
Relevance (Dom.), and Redundancy (Red.) for TOD-
Sum datatset.

each target domain dataset of TODSum (Zhao et al.,
2021b) and ask 10 professional linguistic evalua-
tors to score the ground truth and summaries gen-
erated by 4 models according to 5 metrics: fluency,
informativeness, factual consistency, domain rele-
vance, and redundancy. Each metric is rated by 3
evaluators from 1 (worst) to 5 (best) and the scores
for each summary are averaged. Note that the intra-
class agreement score is 0.605.

As shown in Table 8, the fluency scores of all
models are high, which is because that abstrac-
tive models fine-tuned on contextualized language
backbones can generate fluent sentences (Lewis
et al., 2020). For factual consistency, both DOP
and BART w. DS achieve better performance than
Prefix-tuning, which suggests that the dialogue
state information guides the model to focus more
on the key information, such as slots and intents.
Besides, the DOP outperforms all baselines in the
domain relevance metric. This demonstrates that
the domain-oriented prefix module plays a crucial
role in enhancing the ability of the model to identify
domain-related features and disentangle the knowl-
edge of the source and target domains. Surprisingly,
the scores about the redundancy of Prefix-tuning
and DOP are higher than that of BART and BART
w. DS. This is because the model can efficiently
extract key contents from a limited amount of data
without relying on large-scale pre-trainings.

8 Challenges

Through the analysis of cases in Appendix C, we
summarize two challenges of low-resource domain
adaption for abstractive dialogue summarization
task:

1. Confusion between domains with high simi-
larity: We found that in domains with high-overlap
vocabularies, i.e., restaurant and hotel, train and
taxi, the model generates some domain-confusing
sentences. Taken hotel-restaurant pair as an ex-
ample, when restaurant is as the target domain,

a sentence like "book a restaurant room that can
accommodate 3 people, ..." is generated, which is
more likely to exist in the hotel domain. Note that
this challenge does not affect the accuracy of key
elements, but the language style is not appropriate.

2. Information dispersion: Because of the long
input sequence, it is difficult for the models to pay
attention to all aspects of the long dialogue and
there will be problems with attention deviations on
the key elements of dialogues, especially for this
lightweight and small parameter training paradigm.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a domain-oriented prefix-
tuning model to handle the domain adaptation for
dialogue summarization based on an efficient and
generalizable fine-tuning method. The domain
word initialized prefix module disentangles the tar-
get domain knowledge from the source domain and
the discrete prompts enhance the generalization
ability of the model. The experiments in zero-shot
and few-shot settings show that our methods have
made great progress on two datasets.
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A Experiment details

A.1 Baselines

We describe baselines in detail as follows.
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Lead-3: This method is commonly used in news
summarization task, which treats the first three sen-
tences of the document as the summary.

Oracle: The method is used to obtain an oracle
through a greedy way similar to Nallapati et al.
(2017), which treats the sentences that maximize
the ROUGE-2 as the summary.

BertExt: Proposed by Liu and Lapata (2019),
this model is extractive and its parameters are ini-
tialized with BERT.

PGN: Proposed by See et al. (2017), this model
adopts the pointer mechanism to deal with the issue
of Out-Of-Vocabulary in the summary generation
process.

Transformer: Proposed by Vaswani et al.
(2017), this model captures long-distance infor-
mation through the self-attention mechanism.

BertAbs: Proposed by Liu and Lapata (2019),
this model is abstractive, which encoder is initial-
ized with BERT and is trained with a different opti-
mizer than decoder.

BART: Proposed by Lewis et al. (2020), the
model is a state-of-the-art abstractive summariza-
tion model pre-trained with a denoising autoencod-
ing objective.

BART w. DS/QR: Proposed by Zhao et al.
(2021b), the model is a general summarization
framework, with two encoders that share the under-
lying parameters and a decoder, which can fuse the
input text and dialogue state/query.

Prefix-tuning: Proposed by Li and Liang (2021),
this model introduces a prefix matrix on the basis
of fixed pre-training BART parameters and allows
the prefix matrix to learn task information through
training, which optimizes the summarization per-
formance in the small parameters and few-shot sce-
narios.

QMSum: This model is proposed by Zhong
et al. (2021), which is a two-stage locate-then-
summarize solution on query-based meeting sum-
marization task.

A.2 Evaluation Metrics

We use the ROUGE (Lin, 2004; Lin and Och,
2004)6 metrics to quantitatively evaluate the per-
formance of our model. Rouge (Recall-Oriented
Understudy for Gisting Evaluation) is metrics for
evaluating summarization. It calculates by com-
paring the generated summary with references to

6https://pypi.org/project/rouge/

Models Trainable Parameters
BertExt 120.51M
PGN 27.64M
Transformer 257M
BertAbs 180.22M
BART-large 400M
BART w. DS/QR 406M
Prefix-tuning 81.82M
DOP-tuning 61.52M

Table 9: Trainable parameter scales of different models,
where "DS" means the dialogue state in TODSum and
"QR" means the query in QMSum.

obtain the corresponding score to measure the sim-
ilarity between them.

B Parameter Scale of Models

We show the amount of trainable parameters for
our DOP model and other baseline models in Ta-
ble 9. Among the full-parameter fine-tuning meth-
ods, except for the relatively simple PGN model,
other models have reached the scale of hundreds
of megabytes, which will take up a lot of time and
space in model training and storage. Prefix-tuning
and DOP-tuning greatly reduce the storage space
of the model, improving the efficiency of the model.
Compared with prefix-tuning, our method achieves
better results with fewer parameters.

C Case Study

Figure 7 shows two examples from the TODSum
and QMSum respectively. For example one of train
domain in TODSum, BART w. DS generates some
incorrect and redundant information related to the
taxi domain and hotel domain. To make matters
worse, for train domain, it loses the intent of the
user about booking tickets and wrongly generates
the key information, i.e., the departure location.
The Prefix-tuning still confuses the knowledge of
train and taxi domains, that is, the booking intent
in the train domain is wrongly predicted as the user
wants to know something about "cars". Moreover,
the quality of the generated key information is not
high, i.e., the wrong departure location "Seachage"
and the missing time "Monday". For example two
of academic domain in QMSum, both BART w.
QR and Prefix-tuning predict too many details of
the dialogue, which makes the summary redundant.
Besides, Prefix-tuning generates the wrong speaker
"Professor B", which leads to the summary being
inconsistent.

Compared to the above two models, our method
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solves some difficult issues in low-resource domain
adaptation for dialogue summarization. By initial-
izing prefix matrix with domain words, our model
achieves domain disentanglement and the predic-
tion of domain-related information is basically ac-
curate. Through discrete prompts, our model has
the ability to generalize to new domains and the
accuracy of prediction about domain-independent
key information is greatly improved.

D Domain Words

We present some domain words for each domain
in Figure 8. In order to facilitate reading, we only
show some of the domain words, that is, we select
the first 20 words for each domain of TODSum,
and the first 30 words for each field of QMSum as
display.

For TODSum, we can see that there are rela-
tively many common domain words, which are
more concentrated on location words, or some in-
formation, such as "phone", "postcode" and so on.
In addition, there are many common domain words
that only appear in restaurant & hotel or train &
taxi. For example, price-related descriptions are
usually mentioned when booking a restaurant or
hotel, and "destination", "depart", "from", "to" are
usually mentioned when booking train tickets or
taking a taxi. Special domain words can better
distinguish different domains. There will be more
special domain words in attraction, such as "en-
trance", "college", "nightclub", etc., which will not
appear in other domains. Besides, users will men-
tion the star rating when booking a hotel, and want
to know the food type when booking a restaurant
seat. When booking train tickets, they usually plan
to travel, and when taking a taxi, they want to know
the color of the car.

Compared with TODSum, QMSum has many
more special field words, because the three fields
contained in QMSum are more different. For prod-
uct, participants will discuss various features of
products such as TVs, LCDs, etc., such as screens,
buttons, colors, and functions. For academic, par-
ticipants generally discuss models, experimental
data, or some errors. And for committee, partic-
ipants generally discuss student education or na-
tional government issues. Common domain words
have only some generral words, such as "different",
"system", etc., and only a few special common do-
main words exist in product & academic, such as
"design", "bit" and other technology-related words.
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Ground Truth

T he user wants to book 5 train tickets. T his train leaves at 19:45 on 

Monday, from Stevenage to Cambridge.

BART w. DS

The user wants to know the car type and the driver's phone number. The 

train leaves at 19:45, departure is from S tevenage to C ambridge and 

destination is C ambridge. T he user asks if there is a hotel that can 

accommodate 5 people for 5 days, and he plans to stay on Monday. The 

hotel is in the centre and the food is moderate.

Prefix-tuning

The user asks the agent what the driver's phone number is, and the type 

of the car. The train leaves at 19:45, from Seachage to Cambridge.

DOP

The user wants to book the train seat for 5 people at 19:45 on Monday. 

The train leaves from Stevenage to Cambridge.

Example one: Train domain in TODSum

Dialogue:

U: I am looking to find a train. It needs to go to Cambridge and it has to 

leave on Monday. 

A:  I have 202 trains travelling to Cambridge on Monday, could you be 

more specific on when you'd like to depart and from where? 

U: I'd like to depart from Stevenage after 19:45. 

A: I have one train departing at 19:54, one at 21:54, and the last one at 

23:54. Will any of those work? 

U: Yes, 19:54 will be fine. I'd like tickets for 5 people. 

A :  Congratulations! Your booking was successful with a reference 

number of DMEL46A6 and a fee of 64 GBP. Can I help you with anything 

else? 

U: That is all.  Thank you. 

A: You're welcome. Enjoy your day.

Dialogue State:

train book (people=5) 

train inform (leaveAt=19:45 ; destination=cambridge ; day=monday ; 

departure=stevenage)

Example two: Academic domain in QMSum

Dialogue:

PhD E: Mmhmm . So is this, uh? Guenter was putting a bunch of Wall 

Street Journal data on our disks. 

Professor B : That's it. 

PhD E: So that 's the data that we 'll be running on? 

Professor B: Yeah. 

PhD E: I see. OK. 

Professor B: Yeah. So we have the data, just not the recognizer. OK. 

PhD E: So this test may take quite a while to run, then. May judging by 

the amount of data that he was putting on. 

Professor B: Uh, well there 's training and test, right? 

PhD E: I guess, I'm not sure. 

Professor B: No, I mean, if it 's like the other things, there 's data for 

training the HMMs and data for testing it. 

PhD E: OK. So there is.

Professor B: So, training the recognizer. But I think it 's trained on clean.

PhD D: The Wall Street? 

Professor B: Yeah!

Query:

What did the team discuss about the Wall Street Journal data?

Ground Truth

PhD E informed the team that Guenter was putting the Wall Street 

Journal data on the team's disks. There was a lot of data so it would take 

some time to run the models.

BART w. QR

PhD E suggested that Guenter was putting a bunch of Wall Street 

Journal data on our disks, which would be the data for training the 

recognizer and for testing it. However, Professor B was not sure if there 

would be enough data for both the training and the test. He thought it 

would take quite a while to run the test, since the amount of data that he 

was putting on the disks.

Prefix-tuning

According to Professor B, this test may take quite a while to run, judging 

by the amount of data that Guenter was putting on. There would be data 

for training the HMMs and data for testing it.

DOP

According to PhD E, Guenter was putting a bunch of Wall Street Journal 

data on our disks, so that's the data that they 'll be running on. The 

amount of data is large and it would take quite a while to run.

correct domain wordcorrect domain word correct key wordcorrect key wordwrong domain wordwrong domain word wrong key wordwrong key wordwrong key word redundancyredundancy

Figure 7: Case study for two examples from TODSum and QMSum datasets. We present the dialogue, its
corresponding dialogue state/query, ground truth, BART w. DS prediction, Prefix-tuning prediction, and prediction
of our DOP model.
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attraction 

entrance, fee, postcode, museum, attraction, phone, college, visit, town, holiday, centre, entertainment, 

colleges, corner, church, architecture, pool, nightclub, address, art

hotel

hotel, book, free, stay, people, parking, price, range, table, centre, area, star, nights, reservation, 

guesthouse, wifi, moderate, expensive, cheap, north

restaurant

food, phone, address, serve, restaurant, price, range, south, expensive, centre, italian, cheap, postcode, 

indian, east, north, moderate, chinese, area, type

train

train, book, destination, table, time, cambridge, day, people, depart, reservation, from, to, looking, leave, 

centre, by, travel, minutes, Stevenage, price

taxi

taxi, contact, from, leave, by, arrive, car, time, book, destination, depart, pick, when, thank, day, grey, type, 

white, black, yellow

QMSum

TODSum

product

remote, gap, control, button, design, TV,  LCD, channel, screen, recognition, idea, different, television, 

scroll, speech, easy, point, market, battery, bit, new, functions, volume, colour, rubber, voice, product, chip, 

time, system

academic

phd, professor, pause, data, digits, system, train, noise, net, level, filter, language, neural, test, features, 

result, bit, line, model, design, discourse, error, frames, server, run, file, subtraction, spectral, disk, bunch

committee

children, chair, government, Welsh, minister, school, support, wales, students, work, canada, health, 

services, local, education, sector, institutions, question, universities, time, care, funding, parents, 

authorities, across, staff, finch, public, curriculum, system

orange  special domain words    green  common domain words  

common domain words only in restaurant and hotel common domain words only in train and taxi

common domain words only in product and academic

Figure 8: Domain words in each domain of two datasets. We use different signs to mark the special domain words,
common domain words, and common domain words in specific domains separately.
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